In full-size formats, monoclonal antibodies have been highly successful as therapeutics against cancer and immune diseases. However, their large size leads to inaccessibility of some epitopes and relatively high production costs. As an alternative, single-domain antibodies (sdAbs) offer special advantages compared to full-size antibodies, including smaller size, larger number of accessible epitopes, relatively low production costs and improved robustness. Currently, sdAbs are being developed against a number of viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1), influenza viruses, hepatitis C virus (HCV), respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), and enteric viruses. Although sdAbs are very potent inhibitors of viral infections, no sdAbs have been approved for clinical use against virial infection or any other diseases. In this review, we discuss the current state of research on sdAbs against viruses and their potential as therapeutics against human viral diseases.
Keywords: single-domain antibody, nanobody, viral disease, antiviral therapeutics, human immunodeficiency virus-1 iNTRODUCTiON Antibody-based therapeutics are enjoying significant clinical success, with over 70 such molecules approved by the US FDA and hundreds more in various phases of clinical trials (1) . Notably, although antibodies have been proven to be effective against a number of diseases, most FDA-approved monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) are used to treat cancer and immune disorders (1, 2) , and only one antiviral humanized mAb, palivizumab, has been approved as a prophylactic to prevent respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) infection in neonates and immunocompromised individuals (3) . The development of therapeutic antibodies against viruses has been impeded by high production costs and limited commercial market. Moreover, the relatively large size of antibodies, which results in correspondingly low tissue accessibility and penetration, affects their therapeutic efficacy (4) . Therefore, smaller-sized antibodies and engineered variants have become promising alternatives to full-size mAbs (5) .
In 1989, researchers reported the isolation of stable mouse antibody VH domains that could bind antigens with relatively high affinity (20 nM) , and the term "domain antibodies (dAbs)" was suggested (6) . Moreover, in 1993, a unique class of "heavy-chain-only" antibodies (HCAbs) was found in the serum of camels. The variable domains of these HCAbs, referred to as VHHs, nanobodies (a term coined by Ablynx, a biopharmaceutical company) or single-domain antibodies (sdAbs) (7) , represent the smallest naturally derived antigen-binding functional fragments (~15 kDa). These sdAbs maintain affinities and antigen-binding specificities comparable to those of full-size mAbs. Importantly, they are easy to engineer and more economical to produce; they also possess other unique and superior properties for a range of therapeutic applications. Here, we review sdAbs in relation to their possible therapeutic applications against highly aggressive human viral diseases. Potential sdAb-based therapeutics against viruses that are particularly important for public health, such as human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1), influenza A virus, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), hepatitis C virus (HCV), and enteric viruses are discussed ( Table 1) . We also provide insight into the current status of the sdAbs, their ongoing development, as well as future challenges toward their successful implementation for therapy of human viral diseases. 
OveRview OF ANTiviRAl sdAbs
Compared to the conventional human antibody VH, a few crucial amino acids are substituted in the framework 2 region (FR2) and complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) of sdAbs. The highly conserved hydrophobic amino acids (Val47, Gly49, Leu50, Trp52) in FR2 region are replaced by hydrophilic amino acids (Phe42, Glu49, Arg50, Gly52) ( Figure 1A ) which are critical to the interaction of VH-VL, rendering the overall structure more hydrophilic and contributing to high stability, solubility and resistance to aggregation (42, 43) . Moreover, sdAbs possess exceptional resistance to high temperatures and extreme pH (44) , which makes them ideal candidates for developing viable treatment strategies against viruses in harsh environments such as the respiratory and gastrointestinal tracts. sdAbs can be easily administered via intranasal or oral route, directly to the site of viral infection (25, 45) . Owing to their increased hydrophilicity and single-polypeptide nature, sdAbs can be relatively efficiently produced in bacteria, sdAbs expressed in such crops as rice do not require purification and can be stored at room temperature for a long period without compromising antiviral activity (46) , which is beneficial in some areas where cold chains are difficult to maintain. The small size of sdAbs (~15 kDa) also allows rapid tissue penetration, including the blood-brain barrier (47) and even neurospheres, in comparison to full-size mAbs (48), thus holding promise for therapy of neurotropic virus infections like rabies virus. Rabies virus is a model neurotropic virus, which can cause lethal brain infection in humans. Postexposure treatment with antirabies sdAbs can partly rescue mice from lethal disease and decrease the viral RNA load in the brain. In contrast, treatments with vaccines or human antirabies immune globulins could not meet this test, indicating that antirabies sdAbs can enter the brain and neutralize virus (49, 50) . Still, because of their short half-life, sdAbs may not have enough time to cross the endothelial barriers in sufficient amounts to clear out virus, thus limiting the effect of sdAb treatment at the more advanced stages of infection.
Structural analysis of sdAbs in complex with their antigens revealed that some sdAbs display an extended CDR3. The convex conformations formed by the CDR3 of these sdAbs ( Figure 1C ) can target unique and cryptic epitopes and confer unique binding specificities by blocking the concave epitopes of antigens (31, 51) .
Single-domain antibodies can be easily engineered as multivalent constructs ( Figure 1B) . A number of studies indicated that multivalent formats are more effective than monovalent sdAbs in virus neutralization. For instance, it was found that a bivalent camelid VHH targeting H5N1 hemagglutinin was at least 60-fold more effective than the monovalent one in controlling virus replication (17, 20) . Moreover, conversion of influenza hemagglutinin-specific and cross-neutralizing antibodies into a bivalent format can increase their breadth of subtype crossreactive neutralization activity (19) . ALX-0171, a trimeric RSV-neutralizing VHH that binds to an epitope similar to that of palivizumab, displayed more potent neutralization activity than palivizumab against prototypic RSV subtype A and B strains (14) . Moreover, fusion with drugs, such as immunotoxins or cytotoxins, by site-specific conjugation to a C-terminal cysteine not only maintains the binding properties of sdAbs, but also increases their killing power against virus-infected cells (23) (Figure 2) . Direct fusion to human serum albumin (HSA) (52) and PEGylation (53) can extend the serum half-life of sdAbs. However, such molecules have relatively large size that could lead to decreased inhibitory activity. Another attractive strategy for enhancing antibody pharmacokinetics by fusion to the Fc fragment of an IgG1 (54) . Although these strategies increase the size of the antigen binders, the engineered molecules are still expected to target their epitopes more efficiently than full-length antibodies. A previous study reported improved half-life in vivo can be achieved by fusing sdAb with a small-sized HSA-binding peptide (15-20 kDa) and the resultant fusion protein showed the same neutralizing activity as that of unconjugated sdAb (9) .
Currently, small-molecule drugs are widely available to treat infections caused by HIV-1 (55), HBV (56), HCV (57), as well as influenza viruses (58) . For instance, since the discovery of HIV-1, more than 30 compounds have been approved for the treatment of HIV-1 infection (59). These drugs demonstrate that a number of cytosolic proteins could serve as ideal targets for inhibition of viral infections. Although the penetration of sdAbs through the cell membrane remains a problematic issue, many sdAbs have sufficient inherent stability to be functional in antigen-binding, even in the absence of the disulfide bond as occurring in the reducing environment of the cytoplasm. When expressed as intrabodies, they can bind antigens to inhibit viral replication (35, 41) . Furthermore, the high binding specificity of sdAbs can only rarely be achieved by small-molecule drugs. Analysis of V-D-J gene rearrangement shows that camelid sdAbs share high similarity (greater than 80%) with the human IGHV3 gene family (44) , indicating that the immunogenicity of camelid sdAbs could be low. Data from clinical trials of ALX-0171, an anti-RSV VHH, support this notion (45) . These sdAbs can be "humanized" without significant loss of their specific activity (60) . Moreover, a high-affinity and high-neutralization sdAb has been isolated from a large human VH-based phage display library (9) . Therefore, camelid sdAbs and fully human sdAbs have potential as therapeutics against viral infections.
TARgeTS OF ANTiviRAl sdAbs Proteins Mediating entry of viruses into Host Cells
Infection is conditional on viral entry into host cells. Viral replication can then be initiated. This entry process is initially mediated by one or several viral proteins exposed on the virion surface and receptors or coreceptors on the host cell surface (61, 62) . Proteins mediating viral entry are the promising targets for antibody-based antiviral therapy (Figure 2) . Analysis of virus structure shows that many epitopes on the virion surface are hidden by deep invaginations or canyons and that they are, therefore, barely recognized by the large and typically flat antigen-binding sites of conventional antibodies (15, 63) . More importantly, while many protruded epitopes on the viral surface are targeted by conventional antibodies, such epitopes can rapidly change conformation, resulting in the escape of virus from humoral immune responses (64) . At the same time, these "hidden" epitopes, typically inaccessible to conventional antibodies, are well conserved across diverse viruses, making them good targets for sdAbs.
sdAbs As intrabodies Targeting intracellular Proteins
In the virus life cycle, many proteins encoded by viral genomes play essential roles in replication. Therefore, interfering with the virus life cycle by interrupting the functions of these proteins is another effective strategy (Figure 2) , as already demonstrated by their successful targeting by small-molecule inhibitors. However, antibodies do not pass the plasma membranes. By gene transfer, intrabodies expressed in the cytoplasm may have broad antiviral therapeutic applications. As a consequence of the reducing environment of the cytoplasm, the formation of disulfide bonds is prevented. For most conventional mAbs, or their fragments, such as Fab and scFv, correct folding and stability generally depend on the formation of intra-domain disulfide bonds. Indeed, it has been shown that antibody fragments expressed in the reducing environment are strongly destabilized (65) . In contrast, sdAbs can be functionally expressed in the cytoplasm (35) 
sdAbs AS POTeNTiAl THeRAPeUTiCS AgAiNST viRUSeS Human immunodeficiency virus 1
The HIV-1 Env, a trimeric complex comprised of gp120 and gp41, typically serves as the main target for neutralizing antibodies. HIV-1 entry, the first step of the replication cycle, requires that gp120 engage the host cell surface CD4 and undergo a conformational change to bind either CCR5 or CXCR4, with subsequent fusion of cell and viral membrane mediated by gp41. Recently, a few highly potent and broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs) have been identified from long-term HIV-infected individuals, including, for example, X5 (66), VRC01 (67), PGT121 (68), and 3BNC117 (69) . Analysis of their binding models demonstrated that the key epitopes on gp120 for bnAbs are located at the CD4-binding site (CD4bs) and the coreceptor-binding site (CoRbs). The CD4bs is formed as a hydrophobic and recessed pocket (70, 71) . This pocket is surrounded by five loop structures, which partially overlay the site and may prevent access to large antibodies (72) . CoRbs epitopes are usually inaccessible until gp120 changes its conformation upon CD4 binding. Therefore, these antibodies that specifically bind to exposed epitopes following CD4-gp120 binding are also termed as CD4-induced (CD4i) antibodies, which, however, are also masked by flanking V2 and V3 loops (70) . Moreover, the close proximity of viral and cellular membranes leaves only a very narrow space which may not be sufficient to accommodate conventional Ig antibodies (73) . The membrane proximal external region (MPER) epitopes on gp41 may also be size-restricted (63) . In fact, the transient fusion-intermediate conformation of gp41 (74) is only accessible after the conformational changes induced by receptor/coreceptor binding in Env. It is obvious that these steric constraints require smaller antibody fragments which have smaller paratopes to access these regions. Because of their small size, protruding CDR3 loops, and cleft-recognition properties, sdAbs can reach such inaccessible epitopes and block entry, in many cases more efficiently than the corresponding Fab and scFv fragments and the full-size antibodies. The first human sdAb, m36, identified from a human antibody variable domain phage-displayed library, targets a highly conserved sterically restricted region on gp120 induced by CD4 binding. The neutralizing activity of m36 is, on average, higher than that of scFv m9 that is a matured derivative of X5 and superior to other known first-generation HIV-1 bnAbs (9). Larger-sized IgG variants of this antibody exhibited a significant reduction in overall neutralization potency compared to m36 (9) . To date, m36 is the only reported HIV-1 inhibitor with exceptional potency and broad cross-reactivity based on human dAbs.
Using trimeric gp140 as immunogen in llamas and gp120 for selection, a panel of broadly neutralizing camelid sdAbs (VHHs) were identified that can bind to either CD4bs or CoRbs (10). These camelid sdAbs exhibited potent neutralizing activity against viruses expressing subtype B envelopes, including primary viral isolates resistant to some bnAbs, including 2G12, b12, 2F5, 4E10, PG9, and PG16 (10) . One of the sdAbs, JM4, recognized a novel CD4i epitope including elements of both CD4bs and CoRbs (75) . JM4 showed greater neutralization efficacy than known human CD4i IgGs as well as their Fab fragments, but IgG2b and IgG3 formats of JM4 showed dramatically enhanced breadth and potency (75) . Further, Liu et al. developed GPI-anchored variable regions by genetically linking sdAbs with a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) attachment signal, which targeted lipid rafts of plasma membrane. Transduction of human CD4
+ cell lines and primary CD4 T cells with GPI-VHH JM4 conferred broad and potent neutralization of HIV-1 and efficiently interfered with cell-cell transmission of HIV-1 and HIV-1 envelope-mediated fusion (76). One extremely potent and broad HIV-1-neutralizing sdAb from an immunized llama, J3, targeted the CD4-binding site and neutralized 96% of all strains tested (11) . Notably, J3 exhibited high potency in blocking the cell-cell spread of HIV-1 from primary macrophages to CD4 T cells (77) .
MPER-specific antibodies are among the broadest crossreactive HIV-1 neutralizing antibodies (78) . However, numerous studies have been performed with purified gp41 proteins and gp41-derived peptides in an attempt to induce such antibodies by immunization, but such attempts have, thus far, met with little success (79, 80 ). An MPER-specific VHH, 2H10, whose epitope (EQELLELDK) partially overlaps with that of 2F5, was elicited by immunizing llamas with gp41-MPER proteoliposomes (81) . 2H10 bound to a linear epitope of gp41 with low nanomolar affinity. Analysis of its crystal structure revealed an extended CDR3 with a solvent-exposed tryptophan (W100) at its tip, which is required for its neutralizing activity (13) . Increasing affinity by increasing avidity, as demonstrated for bivalent 2H10, led to the neutralization of various sensitive and resistant strains, including some Tier 2 viruses, with 100-fold higher potency than mAb 2F5. Although bivalent 2H10 lacks the potency and breadth of 2F5, 4E10, or 10E8, optimization of the immunization protocol, such as longer immunization schemes, may produce more extensive somatic mutations and yield antibodies with higher breadth and potency. Interestingly, an IgG1 CH2 domain-based dAb was generated from a phage library. This dAb binds to MPER and can neutralize a limited number of HIV-1 isolates (12) . It also binds to FcRn. The term nanoantibody was coined for such CH2-based dAbs because nanoantibodies can mimic some of the functions of full-size antibodies (82) .
Previous studies have already found that anti-Nef and anti-Rev intracellular sdAbs could efficiently block most of the activities of these viral proteins (83, 84) protein (32) . One of these VHHs was able to bind Vpr in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells, leading to its delocalization from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, but had no effect on the activities of Vpr (32) . This problem may be solved by fusing sdAb with an SH3 domain, demonstrated by one study from the same research group which found that Neffins, composed of an anti-Nef sdAb and modified SH3 domain, inhibited all key activities of HIV-1 Nef (85).
influenza A virus
Influenza viruses are currently classified into A, B, C, and D types on the basis of antigenic differences (86) . In particular, highly pathogenic influenza A viruses occasionally cross the species barrier between domesticated birds and humans, such as the H5 and H7 subtypes, leading to seasonal epidemics and, sometimes, worldwide pandemics with high morbidity and mortality owing to severe and fatal acute respiratory diseases (87, 88) . In the current decade, zoonotic outbreaks have posed significant threats to public health. However, currently available anti-influenza drugs are limited because of spontaneous virus mutations. Furthermore, such drugs often result in side effects and the emergence of drug-resistant viruses. Influenza A viruses are enveloped viruses antigenically consisting of two major membrane glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA), which mediates the binding of influenza virion to host cells and membrane fusion, and neuraminidase (NA), which is critical for the efficient release of newly synthesized influenza viruses by cleaving sialic acids from host cell receptor. While inhibitors specific for either the HA or NA glycoprotein (89, 90) can block virus infection, only HA glycoprotein mediates the virus entry process, making it a potential target for neutralizing antibodies. Several HA-targeting VHHs were isolated from llamas and were found to be specific for the H5N1 strain (17) . One of these antibodies potently suppressed influenza A virus replication in vivo by intranasal administration. Bivalent antibodies showed 60-fold higher suppression than their monovalent counterparts and protected mice against a lethal challenge with H5N1 (17) . In another study, Tillib et al. reported the development of potent camelid HA-specific sdAbs elicited by the immunization of a camel with inactivated avian influenza virus H5N2. The neutralizing activities of the original monovalent antiviral sdAbs are significantly enhanced both in vitro and in vivo by formatting procedure using the isoleucine zipper domain (ILZ) (18) . The expression of ILZ formatted anti-HA sdAb in vivo for up to 14 days by an adenoviral vector resulted in prolonged protective effect against influenza virus (91) . Decreased NA activities by blocking antibodies helped to protect a mouse model against H5N1 virus challenge (20) . Influenza M2 is a homotetrameric transmembrane protein that functions as a proton channel. M2 is required in several steps of influenza virus infection, including uncoating of the viral ribonucleoprotein core in endosomes, viral assembly and release (92, 93) . In contrast to HA and NA, the N-terminal extracellular domain of M2 (M2e) has 24 residues remarkably conserved in all human influenza A strains. As such, neutralizing antibodies against M2e are thought to offer broad protection. Indeed, M2-7A, an sdAb that specifically bound M2, showed broadly cross-reactive neutralization for both amantadine-sensitive and -resistant viruses in vitro and protected mice from lethal influenza virus challenge (16) .
Given the continued relevance of influenza virus as a serious health threat and its ability to rapidly acquire resistance against drugs or escape from immune responses by antigenic drift, the less variable influenza virus proteins, including virus NP, may prove to be alternative targets for intervention. A panel of sdAbs was generated against NP, a viral protein essential for nuclear trafficking and packaging of the influenza virus genome (33, 34) . These sdAbs disrupt virus replication by preventing nuclear import of viral ribonucleoproteins (vRNPs). One such sdAb, termed as αNP-VHH1, exhibited antiviral activity similar to that of Mx protein.
Analysis of the crystal structure of this VHH in complex with NP revealed that the binding site overlaps regions associated with viral sensitivity to Mx proteins and is not conserved on the body domain of NP implicated in interactions with host factors (34). Schmidt et al. developed a highly efficient screening approach to identify antiviral sdAbs that confer a phenotype to cells when expressed intracellularly. Anti-NP sdAbs that specifically interact with their respective nucleoproteins protect human cells from lethal Influenza A virus infection by preventing nuclear import of viral vRNPs (35) . So far, more than 20 NP-specific sdAbs have been characterized as binding to at least four unique binding sites on NP (33, 35) . Continued efforts in this direction might help to map more precisely the contributions of different NP surfaces to the influenza virus life cycle and inspire the development of novel antivirals.
Respiratory Syncytial virus
Respiratory syncytial virus infection causes serious or even fatal lower respiratory tract infections in infants. It is estimated that about 3.4 million infants are infected by RSV annually and more than 3 million of them develop severe bronchiolitis or pneumonia (94) . Currently, neither licensed RSV vaccines nor specific anti-RSV therapeutics are available. RSV has two classes of transmembrane glycoproteins on the viral surface, fusion (F) protein, and attachment (G) protein. Receptor binding is mediated by G protein, followed by fusion of viral and cell membrane and viral entry facilitated by F protein (95) . Therefore, both proteins contain epitopes for neutralizing antibodies. The F protein shares high similarity between RSV subgroups A and B (89% amino acid identity) and lower glycosylation compared to G protein, and is thus considered an ideal target for developing anti-RSV agents. The humanized mAb palivizumab (Synagis) binds to RSV F protein and neutralizes RSV by preventing fusion of the viral and host cell membrane (96) . Although reducing hospitalizations when administered prophylactically, its high cost and limited efficacy have restricted its use to high-risk infants (97) . Recently, an RSV-neutralizing, F protein-specific sdAb, Nb017, was identified from immune libraries of llamas (14) . Fusion of three monovalent Nb017s linked by two GS linkers formed a trimeric antibody, ALX-0171, which binds antigenic site II epitope on RSV F, similar to that of palivizumab. ALX-0171 showed exceptional cross-reactive neutralization in vitro, much higher than that of palivizumab. Furthermore, ALX-0171, when directly delivered prophylactically or therapeutically to the sites of infection, was shown to be highly effective in reducing RSV replication in both sdAbs against Human Viral Diseases Frontiers in Immunology | www.frontiersin.org
December 2017 | Volume 8 | Article 1802 nasal passage and lung (14) . In a phase I/IIa trial, the viral loads in nasal swabs of hospitalized RSV-infected children were reduced by daily treatment for three consecutive days with ALX-0171 delivered by an inhalation device (45) . Several studies reported that antibodies specifically binding to prefusion conformation of F protein exhibited more robust neutralizing activity than conformation-independent antibodies (98-100). Two llamaderived, prefusion F-specific sdAbs were identified to have neutralizing activity against RSV A and B subtypes superior to that of mAb palivizumab and motavizumab (15) . Crystallization studies revealed that both sdAbs bind to a conserved cavity epitope formed by two F protomers, illustrating that the sdAbs preferentially bind to clefts or cavities. Prophylactic treatments with 30 µg sdAbs administered intranasally prevented RSV replication in RSV-challenged mice (15) . Such sdAbs with extraordinarily high RSV-neutralizing activity could be developed as therapeutics for the treatment of RSV infections.
Hepatitis C virus
Hepatitis C virus infection typically manifests as chronic hepatitis which often progresses to fatal cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. At present, no effective preventive treatment is available, and currently approved therapeutics are limited by relatively high cost (101) . HCV envelope glycoprotein E2 is well conserved across all genotypes and can bind to host cell receptors, including CD81 and scavenger receptor class B type I (SR-BI), making E2 an attractive target for neutralizing antibodies (102) . HCV E2-specific neutralizing antibodies have been shown to neutralize genetically diverse HCV isolates and effectively prevent and treat HCV infection in a human liver-chimeric mouse model (103) and chimpanzees (104) .
More recently, treatment of a neutralizing human mAb targeting HCV E2 significantly delayed viral rebound in patients infected with HCV 1a following liver transplantation (105) .
From a phage-library displaying an sdAb repertoire of alpaca immunized with HCV E2 glycoprotein, one E2-specific and potent cross-reactive neutralizing sdAb, D03, was identified. D03 recognizes a novel conserved epitope overlapping with that of the CD81 binding site. Structural analysis of D03 revealed a long CDR3 (20 residues) folding over part of the framework. Between the upstream part of CDR2 and CDR3, a disulfide bridge is formed that serves to restrict the flexibility of CDR3, thereby allowing maximal accessibility to the tip region of D03. D03 displayed potently neutralizing activity against a panel of HCV pseudoparticles representing six genotypes by interfering with E2-CD81 interaction, with an IC50 ranging between 1 and 10 µg/ml for most isolates. In addition, D03 efficiently inhibited cell-to-cell transmission of HCV, which is resistant to CD81 binding-site bnAbs (22) . Although several sdAbs have entered clinical trials, this antibody is the first one that can prevent both cell-free and direct cell-to-cell transmission of a virus, highlighting its potential for the development as a clinically useful entry inhibitor. A number of anti-NS5B, anti-NS3, and antiprotease sdAbs were identified from a humanized-camel naive VHH phagedisplay library (36) (37) (38) . The three proteins are non-structural (NS) proteins, but with different enzymatic activities, and they are involved in HCV replication. By linking of these sdAbs to a cell-penetrating peptide, penetratin, these cell-penetrable sdAbs could suppress the heterologous HCV replication at different degrees, as shown by reduction of both intracellular and released viral RNA copies. Their recognized epitopes are located in the catalytic grooves of the enzymes. Therefore, a cocktail of sdAbs specific to multiple epitopes of HCV highly conserved regions and viral enzymes or enzymatically active proteins may be safe, broadly effective, and relatively mutation-tolerant anti-HCV agents.
Herpes Simplex virus 2
Herpes simplex virus 2 is one of the most prevalent sexually transmitted viruses (106) . HSV-2 infection is often described as a relatively mild and generally not life-threatening disease, but it is still one that significantly contributes to the acquisition of HIV-1 infection (107) . Despite decades of intense research dedicated to preventing the sexual transmission of HSV-2, no broadly protective vaccine or therapeutic is available. Glycoprotein D (gD) mainly mediates membrane fusion by the interaction with its receptors, which serves as a key step for successful virus entry (108) , as demonstrated by the finding that neutralizing antibodies targeting gD displayed effective protection against HSV infection (109) . One gD-specific sdAb, R33, was identified from a VHH immune library obtained after immunizing a llama with HSV-2 gD, but did not show neutralization against HSV-2 virus in vitro. Fusion of the cytotoxic domain of Pseudomonas aeruginosa exotoxin A (R33ExoA) to R33 did display specific and potent killing of HSV-2-infected cells, with an IC50 of 6.7 nM, indicating that R33 can deliver toxins or drugs to HSV-2-infected cells to reduce their nonspecific toxicity to normal cells and diminish side effects (23) . This study confirmed that the antiviral activity of sdAbs could be increased by fusing them to toxins to generate immunotoxins.
enteric viruses
Up to now, gastroenteritis remains a critical health issue worldwide. Rotaviruses (RVs) and noroviruses (NoVs) are the two primary viral etiologies responsible for nonbacterial diarrhea in adults or children. Although the currently licensed rotavirus vaccines are efficacious in preventing rotavirus infection, no drugs have been approved for norovirus treatment. An antirotavirus VHH [termed antirotavirus protein (ARP1)] from a llama immunized with rhesus-monkey group A rotavirus (RVA) strain has been shown to neutralize 11 strains and displayed preventive and therapeutic potency against RVA-induced diarrhea in a neonatal mouse model (24, 46, 110, 111) . Interestingly, mitigation of the symptoms was also achieved with freeze-dried ARP1, allowing it to be applied in areas where cold chains are difficult to maintain. Moreover, Pant et al. developed secreted or anchored antirotavirus VHH expressed in Lactobacillus paracasei to directly deliver therapeutic agents for the treatment of gastroenteritis (110, 111) . Currently, the first clinical trial was performed in infants with RVA-associated diarrhea. This resulted in significant reduction in the frequency of stool output and no side effects after oral ARP1 therapy (112 showed more broadly neutralizing capacity against RVA strains at lower doses (25) . 3B2 conferred protection against RVAinduced diarrhea not only in neonatal mice (25) , but also in gnotobiotic piglets (26) , an animal model that has been widely used to study human RVA pathogenesis. Furthermore, postinfection therapeutic treatment with 3B2 or 2KD1 in a neonatal mouse model significantly reduced duration of RVA-induced diarrhea (27) . Human NoVs are single-stranded RNA viruses whose capsid protein is composed of shell (S) and protruding (P) domains linked by a flexible hinge region (113) . Because of the inability to cultivate NoVs in cells and continually evolving strains, no vaccines or therapeutics against NoVs are available. The lower region on the P domain contains several highly conserved residues among the genetically distinct genogroup II (GII) noroviruses, which is a dominant epitope recognized by broadly reactive mAbs (114, 115) . Nano-85 and Nano-25 were isolated from alpha immunized with GII norovirus virus-like particles. They both bind to the region of P domain that forms occluded sites on the particles, as demonstrated by cryoelectron microscopy structures of sdAbs with viral particle complexes (28) . Different from strain-dependent Nano-25, Nano-85 was broadly reactive to several different GII genotypes, including GII.4, GII.10, and GII.12. Furthermore, the binding of Nano-85 to intact particles caused the particles to disassemble in vitro (28) , but the underlying mechanism needs to be further elucidated.
CONClUSiON AND PeRSPeCTiveS
In many cases, no vaccines or effective therapeutics are available to combat pathogenic viruses. As an alternative to full-size antibody-based antiviral therapeutics, sdAbs have begun to attract considerable scientific attention. sdAbs are characterized by their unique biophysical and pharmacological features, such as small size, high stability, excellent expression yield in prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems, and low immunogenicity. Antiviral sdAbs with nanomolar neutralization potency could be directly isolated from elicited sdAb repertoires of immunized animals when displayed on the surface of phage, yeast (116) or mammalian cells (35) , or from large naive sdAb libraries (9) . Moreover, sdAbs serve as excellent molecules for making multivalent constructs. Multimerization of sdAbs can easily increase affinity and potency. Fusion of several sdAbs that recognize different epitopes together might reduce the emergence of resistant virus during treatment. In this respect, sdAbs have an advantage over IgG, as the production of IgG-based bispecific antibodies involves the specific combination of four different polypeptides. Such novel multivalent constructs could be very effective in vivo. Finally, as discussed above, future research might focus on exploiting the ability of sdAbs, as intrabodies, to target intracellular proteins.
Despite these advantages, two major issues need to be addressed before sdAbs can be considered for in vivo use: their short half-life in circulation and possible immunogenicity. Their relatively short half-life in vivo could be improved by various strategies, most of which may, however, lead to increased size and decreased inhibitory activity. For instance, one of the most efficient strategies in extending half-life is to fuse sdAbs with human IgG1 Fc. IgG1 Fc can bind to the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) and rescue the fused sdAbs from endosomal degradation, but such fusion will result in greatly increasing the size of sdAbs from ~15 to ~90 kDa. This could be partially addressed by the replacement of wild-type dimeric IgG1 Fc with some novel engineered Fc-based constructs. For example, we previously developed monomeric IgG1 CH3 or CH2-CH3 hybrids which have relatively small size (~15 kDa) and FcRn-binding capability (117) (118) (119) (120) . Such fusion proteins were easy to produce, stable, and retained the antigen-binding capability of the sdAbs (117, 121) .
To reduce the risk of immunogenicity, strategies for the humanization of camelid-derived sdAbs have also become available in recent years. However, these strategies have some limitations, including the loss of heat refoldability upon humanization and the requirement to maintain two camelid residues within the FR2 (60). For biomedical applications, human VH sdAbs would be preferable because of the limited immunogenicity in patients. Although isolated human VH single domains generally display poor stability that causes aggregation, the poor biophysical properties of human VH single domains have recently been improved by the identification and introduction of mutations that allow maximal transfer of the hydrophobic to hydrophilic VH/VL interface and do so by direct selection from phage libraries (122, 123) . The grafting of CDRs from naive repertoire or immunized individuals into such human sdAb scaffolds could result in the development of fully human sdAbs against various targets. With advancing antibody-related technologies, we can anticipate the development of humanized or fully human sdAbs with minimal immunogenicity as commercially attractive therapeutics to fight viral diseases.
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